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Abstract. In this paper we consider two performance modelling techniques from the perspectives of model construction, generation of an underlying continuous time Markov process, and the potential for reduction in the
Markov process. Such careful comparison of modelling techniques allows us to appreciate the strengths and
weaknesses of different approaches, and facilitates cross-fertilization between them. In the present case we take
a characteristic of one formalism, functional rates in Stochastic Automata Networks, and introduce it to the
other formalism, Performance Evaluation Process Algebra. We investigate the beneﬁts of this cross-fertilization,
particularly from the perspectives of Markov process generation and reduction.

1. Introduction
Performance analysis is the study of system dynamics from the, often conﬂicting, perspectives of timeliness of
behaviour and efﬁcient use of resources. Such study can be carried out by direct experimentation, monitoring
and measurement. However, in the domain of computer systems, it is often important that the analysis is carried
out before the system is constructed or conﬁgured and therefore modelling is widely employed.
Historically, stochastic performance models have been, essentially, informal, as witnessed by the predominance
of queueing networks through the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Queueing networks give a very compact representation of systems with resource contention between independent customers. Moreover, analytical methods and well
known algorithms may be used to obtain either analytical or numerical results. However, whilst conventions exist,
there is no formal interpretation: correct analysis and solution of models rely on the expertise of the modeller
both in terms of the notation and the system under study.
The evolution of computer systems in the last twenty years has introduced several features which are difﬁcult
to capture in queueing networks. In particular, queueing networks are inefﬁcient whenever complex synchronisation constraints need to be taken into account. Addressing these concerns, a new generation of performance
modelling techniques have been introduced over the last two decades. The majority of these seek to provide a high
level model description technique from which a continuous time Markov chain can be derived as the underlying
stochastic model. Since this has coincided with the growth of “formal methods” for system speciﬁcation it is
unsurprising that many of these new techniques have been formed by incorporating stochastic information into
existing formal methods. Thus now we can consider there to be two broad classes of performance modelling
techniques: those which seek to address the shortcomings of queueing networks but which retain the informal
characteristic, and those which are based on incorporation of stochastic information into existing formal methods.
Correspondence and offprint requests to: Leı̈la Kloul, PRiSM, Université de Versailles 45, Avenue des Etats-Unis 78035 Versailles Cedex,
France. E-mail: kle@prism.uvsq.fr
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In the former category, for example, we can include Plateau’s Stochastic Automata Networks (SANs) [Pla85]
and various queueing network extensions e.g. [HPTvD90, HT90, JL82]. There are many examples of formal stochastic performance modelling approaches in the latter category. For example, stochastic Petri nets [Mol82] and
generalized stochastic Petri nets [ACB84], Stochastic Activity Networks [SM91] and stochastic process algebras
[Hil94, BG98, GHR93, Her99, DHKK01]. In all cases the objective is to have a high-level modelling formalism
from which it is possible to automatically generate the underlying continuous time Markov chain. This stochastic
model is characterised by a matrix termed the generator matrix.
Stochastic process algebras emerged as a new performance modelling technique in the early 1990s. Several
languages have been published and these can be broadly categorised into those in which activity and time/delay
are combined and those in which they are treated as orthogonal. The stochastic process algebra which we consider, Hillston’s Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) [Hil94], falls into the former category. PEPA
extends classical process algebra by associating a random variable, representing duration, with every action.
These random variables are assumed to be exponentially distributed and this leads to a clear mapping from the
process algebra model to the continuous time Markov process.
This can be regarded as a fully ﬂedged formal method, since the language includes a calculus for model
manipulation and analysis, based on formally deﬁned equivalence relations. Considerable effort has been applied
to studying the relationship between the process algebra structure and techniques and the underlying Markov
process, and the extent to which the former can be exploited in the latter [Hil05b]. For example, in PEPA there
is a model reduction technique, termed aggregation, which can be used to reduce the state space of the Markov
process via a behaviour preserving equivalence to partition the state space at the process algebra level [Hil95].
PEPA is supported by several software tools including PRISM [KNP02] and the PEPA Workbench [CGHT99],
which incorporates procedures to carry out automatic aggregation [GHR01].
Unlike PEPA, the SAN modelling approach is best described as semi-formal since it is based on automata
theory but relies on informal annotation by the modeller. SANs are based on graphical models in conjunction
with an underlying stochastic hypothesis. The dynamic behaviour of a component is represented by a transition
from one state to another; each state is represented by a node, each transition by an arc between states. A label
on the transition speciﬁes the instant and the occurrence probability of the action. This label speciﬁes also the
type of the action. Again, the objective is to derive an underlying continous time Markov process. The informal
annotations are required in order to make the speciﬁcation complete with respect to this stochastic process. There
appear to be some moves towards making SAN more formal since recent changes [BBF+ 03] to the PEPS tool
which supports the approach, oblige the modeller to declare explicitly the automata states and the network events.
The principal strength of SAN lies in their efﬁcient solution technique which avoids the construction of the
monolithic generator matrix representing the underlyng Markov process. Under adequate probabilistic hypotheses, the behaviour of a SAN is represented by a multi-dimensional Markov process whose states are those of the
product space. Using a technique based on tensor or Kronecker algebra, it has been proved [Pla85, PF91] that
this method automatically provides an analytic derivation of a decomposed form of the generator matrix called
the descriptor. Compared to a monolithic description of the generator, the structure of this descriptor leads to
a considerable reduction in memory requirements during model solution. Moreover, solution techniques have
been adapted to this representation [FPA98].
In this paper, after presenting the strengths and weaknesses of each of the formalisms, we propose an enhanced
version of PEPA in which we adopt a system description feature of SAN which was not previously available to
PEPA modellers. SAN allows functional dependencies to be expressed between automata, which mean that the
timing behaviour of one component (or indeed the activities it is able to undertake) may depend on the current
state of another component. It is this feature that we introduce into PEPA. This introduces some modelling
ﬂexibility into PEPA and in some cases can lead to a reduction of the model’s size. Furthermore, we study its
impact on the current state space reduction techniques based on bisimulation.
Contribution of this paper We present two contrasting approaches to performance analysis and demonstrate the
beneﬁts which can be gained by importing a characteristic of one formalism, functional dependencies, into the
other. Whilst the use of functional dependencies is well-established in untimed process algebras, this is novel in
the context of a stochastic process algebra used for performance modelling. Moreover, we focus on the beneﬁts
of this extension with respect to the expression and solution of the underlying Markov chain. By necessity when
working at this level of detail we focus on the particulars of the two chosen formalisms, SAN and PEPA, but these
may be regarded as representative of their respective wider classes of performance modelling approaches. Thus the
current work serves to illustrate the beneﬁts which may be gained by cross-fertilisation between formalisms and
from developing a single framework in which multiple model reduction techniques can be studied and compared.
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Structure of the paper Some related work which helps to establish the context of the current paper is presented in
Sect. 2 before Sect. 3 brieﬂy introduces the PEPA and SAN formalism, and demonstrates their modelling style on
a small example. Section 4 is devoted to a case study in which we show the interest of the functional dependencies.
In Sect. 5 we show how to introduce these dependencies in PEPA. Section 6 explains the methods used to tackle
the state space explosion problem in SAN and PEPA and Sect. 7 considers the impact of the introduction of
functional rates and explains how a tensor representation for PEPA models can be developed. Using a second
case study, we show, in the ﬁrst part of Sect. 8, how to build the different matrices required for the descriptor of
PEPA models. In the second part of the same section we show how to apply the simpliﬁcation technique on the
PEPA model. We ﬁnally conclude with some remarks and possible future works.

2. Related work
Stochastic process algebras (SPAs) emerged in the early 1990s as a performance modelling formalism. In contrast
to classical process algebras they incorporate probabilistic choice and random timings, although in many cases
the choice is implicit as in PEPA, arising from the race condition between different timed actions. For SPAs supporting synchronised communication the timing may be incorporated in the actions as in PEPA, EMPA, TIPP
and Stochastic π -calculus [Hil94, BG98, GHR93, Pri95], or regarded as orthogonal to it as in IMC and MoDeST
[Her99, DHKK01]. There are also process algebras in which communication is via asynchronous message passing
and these have also recently been given stochastic extensions [DLM05, DHW04, Bor06].
In this paper we are advocating the usefulness of detailed comparisons between formalisms, and if appropriate,
the extension of one formalism with characteristics of another. Previously, the relationship between stochastic
Petri nets and stochastic process algebras has been extensively studied from both a pragmatic and a theoretical
perspective [Rib95, DHR95, DHHR95, HRRS01]. That study has resulted in fruitful cross-fertilization between
the formalisms [GHKR03].
The characteristic we import from SAN to PEPA is functional dependencies. Such dependencies have previously been used in untimed process algebras such as μCRL [GP95] and LOTOS [ISO98]. However our particular
focus here is that the functional dependent is a rate and we explore the implications of this with respect to the
generation and solution of the continuous time Markov chain underlying the stochastic process algebra model.
We believe that this is the ﬁrst time that functional dependencies have been developed for a synchronising stochastic process algebra, whilst a proposal for the asynchronous interaction stochastic process algebra SCCP has
been made by Bortolussi contemporaneously [Bor06].
One of the consequences of introducing functional rates into PEPA is that it facilities a tensor, or Kronecker,
representation of the underlying Markov chain. Kronecker algebra representations have been used for some time
as a means to address the state space explosion problem arising in the numerical solution of Markov chains. The
pioneering work in this area was carried out by Plateau in the context of SANs [Pla84].
More recently, Kronecker-based solution techniques have been developed for various Petri net basedformalisms. In [Don94], the approach developed is based on ﬁnding a partition of the GSPN. The resulting
GSPNs synchronize on timed transitions. In this approach no immediate transitions are allowed and ﬁring the
synchronizing transitions must lead to tangible states. Whilst the approach used in [Kem96] is similar, the class of
GSPN considered is more general; the constraint on the ﬁring the synchronizing transitions is relaxed. Moreover,
Kemper presents an algorithm which generates the reachability set which proﬁts from the Kronecker form. In
[CM96], no particular structure of the net is assumed and a more general marking behaviour is allowed. The
approach developed by the authors consists of obtaining the Kronecker representation for individual places,
which results in small matrices, and then compacting the places into “macro-places” which correspond to the
sub-GSPNs. The ﬁnal expression for the places contains a matrix inverse which cannot be expressed using Kronecker operators on small matrices. This disappears when no immediate transitions are considered. Moreover,
the size of the transition matrix is enormous, potentially leading to inefﬁciency because of the large number
of unreachable states. In a more recent work [DK01], synchronisation with priority has been integrated into a
Kronecker representation of GSPNs.
In all these works, the Kronecker representations of the generator matrix do not avoid the unreachable states.
In [Buc99], an approach which avoids the unreachable states of the Markov chain is investigated. However, this
approach seems to be incompatible with the standard solution algorithms because of the structure of the matrix.
In [CM99], the data structure to store the reachable states and the generator matrix is studied. A matrix
diagram which is a combination of Kronecker and BDD-based approach is used to store the generator.
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With their explicit compositional structure, SPAs would appear to be natural candidates for Kronecker representation. In 1994 Buchholz proposed an SPA called MPA, for which the mapping to an underlying Markov
process is only deﬁned in terms of a tensor expression [Buc94]. However, in MPA the interpretation of both basic
actions and shared actions is quite different to that in PEPA, as it was chosen speciﬁcally to facilitate the tensor
representation and without a natural modelling interpretation.
The tensorial representation of the Markov process underlying a PEPA model has some similarities to those
previously developed for SAN and SPN; nevertheless it also has novel features. In particular capturing the correct
timing behaviour of cooperating PEPA activities relies on functional dependencies.

3. PEPA and SAN
In this section we give brief introductions to each of the formalisms we consider, and then informally compare
them on the basis of small examples. More details of PEPA can be found in [Hil94], whilst more details of SAN
can be found in [Pla85].

3.1. PEPA
The basic elements of PEPA are components and activities, corresponding to states and transitions in the underlying Markov process. Each activity has an action type (or simply type). Activities which are private to the
component in which they occur are represented by the distinguished action type, τ . The duration of each activity
is represented by the parameter of the associated exponential distribution: the activity rate (or simply rate) of the
activity. This parameter may be any positive real number, or the distinguished symbol  (read as unspeciﬁed).
Thus each activity, a, is a pair (α, r) where α is the action type and r is the activity rate. We assume that there is a
countable set of components, which we denote C, and a countable set, A, of all possible action types. We denote
by Act ⊆ A × R+ , the set of activities, where R+ is the set of positive real numbers together with the symbol .
The combinators, together with their names and interpretations, are presented informally below; the structured
operational semantic rules for the language are included in Appendix A.
Preﬁx: (α, r).P Preﬁx is the basic mechanism by which the behaviours of components are constructed. The
component carries out activity (α, r) and subsequently behaves as component P.
Choice: P + Q The component represents a system which may behave either as component P or as Q: all the
current activities of both components are enabled. The ﬁrst activity to complete, determined by a race condition,
distinguishes one component, the other is discarded. The choice combinator represents competition between
components.


Cooperation: P 
Q The components proceed independently with any activities whose types do not occur in the
L
cooperation set L (individual activities). However, activities with action types in the set L require the simultaneous

involvement of both components (shared activities). These activities are only enabled in P 
Q when they are
L
enabled in both P and Q. Thus one component may become blocked, waiting for the other component to be ready
to participate. The shared activity occurs at the rate of the slowest participant. If an activity has an unspeciﬁed
rate in a component, the component is passive with respect to that action type. This means that the component
does not inﬂuence the rate at which any shared activity occurs. The cooperation combinator associates to the left
but brackets may also be used to clarify the meaning. When the set L is empty, we use the more concise notation

P  Q to represent P 
Q.
∅
Hiding: P/L The component behaves as P except that any activities of types within the set L are hidden, i.e. such
an activity exhibits the unknown type τ and the activity can be regarded as an internal delay by the component.
Such an activity cannot be carried out in cooperation with any other component: the original action type of
a hidden activity is no longer externally accessible, to an observer or to another component; the duration is
unaffected.
Constant: A  P Constants are components whose meaning is given by a deﬁning equation: A  P gives the
constant A the behaviour of the component P. This is how we assign names to components (behaviours). There
def

def
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is no explicit recursion operator but components of inﬁnite behaviour may be readily described using sets of
mutually recursive deﬁning equations.
From the SOS rules (see Fig. 8 in the Appendix) each PEPA model can be regarded as a labelled multi-tran(α,r)

sition system (C, Act, {| −
−−→ | (α, r) ∈ Act |}) where C is the set of components, Act is the set of activities and
(α,r)

the multi-relation −
−−→ is given by the rules. Note that the multiplicity is important in order to keep the stochastic information contained in the model intact. This transition system, or derivation graph, also characterises
the Markov process represented by the model. The nodes of the graph (states of the Markov process) are the
syntactic terms exhibited by the model, and arcs represent the possible transitions between them.
Necessary (but not sufﬁcient) conditions for the ergodicity of the Markov process in terms of the structure
of the PEPA model have been identiﬁed and can be readily checked [Hil94, GHR97]. Ergodicity implies that
the model must give rise to a strongly connected derivation graph. If we consider the layering imposed on a
component by cooperation combinators, this implies that choice combinators may only be introduced at the
lowest level of a cyclic component since syntactic terms are associated with states.
This leads us to formally deﬁne the syntax of PEPA expressions in terms of sequential components S and
model components P:
P :: S | P



P | P/L
L

S :: (α, r).S | S + S | A

3.2. Stochastic Automata Networks
In the SAN approach, a system is represented by a number of automata, each automaton capturing the dynamic
behaviour of an element of the system. These elements are assumed to work more or less independently of one
another, with only limited interaction. Within an individual automaton, the behaviour of a component or aspect
of the system is captured as a set of states and rules that govern the events causing movement from one state
to another. Automata are deﬁned in terms of state transition diagrams in which each node represents a state
and each arc represents a state change. Arcs are labelled in such a way as to capture information about the rate
at which an event occurs and possibly synchronisation between events [PFL88]. Thus transitions can be of two
types: local or synchronised. A local transition occurs only in the automaton whereas a synchronised transition
occurs in several automata at the same time.
More formally, a Stochastic Automata Network (SAN) is a set of N automata in which each automaton Ai
is deﬁned by the tuple (Si , L, Qi ) where
• Si is the set of states of the automaton,
• L is the set of labels. A label l is a list that may contain either a function τ , or a list of tuples (e, τe , pe ) with
different symbols e, or both of them such that:
– e is the name of the synchronising event or synchronisation,
+
– τ and τe are the transition rates, functions deﬁned from N
i1 Si to R ,
– pe is the probability transition function deﬁning a conditional routing probability between local states given
that the synchronising event occurs.
• Qi is the transition function which associates a label from L with every arc of Ai .
A label on an edge allows us to specify the type and the rate of the transition as follows:
• If Qi (xi , yi ) contains a function τ , then we have a transition local to automaton Ai between states xi and yi . If
τ is not a constant, the transition is still local to automaton Ai , but its rate depends on the state of the other
automata of the network.
• If (e, τe , pe (xi , yi )) ∈ Qi (xi , yi ), then the transition between states xi and yi is a synchronised transition, e and
τe being the name and the rate of the transition of the synchronising event. pe (xi , yi ) is the routing probability
between local states xi and yi . The name of the event allows us to deﬁne the automata and the transitions concerned by this event. The distinction between the rate and the probability is required because the ﬁrst must be
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Fig. 1. A single buffer system model

unique for a given synchronising event, thus the same on all concerned automata i.e. the rate of synchronising
transitions are determined at the global level, whilst the probabilities may (and generally will) differ.
Thus synchronising transitions, which are made up of events from two or more automata, provide a direct
form of interaction between automata in a SAN. However, automata are also able to inﬂuence each other in a
less direct way using the mechanism of functional rates. It is possible for the rate of a local transition within one
automaton to be inﬂuenced by the local states of one or more other automata. Both these forms of interaction
will be illustrated by the example in the following subsection.

3.3. High-level model abstractions for representation
We begin our investigation of the relationship between the two formalisms by considering how they model systems, i.e. the high-level model abstractions used in each case. We do this via a small example: a single buffer
system, as depicted in the left-hand side of Fig. 1. This is a buffer queue1 with three places (capacity C1  3).
When the buffer is empty only an arrival is possible. When the buffer is full arrivals are suspended and only a
departure, representing the completion of some service, may occur. In other states an arrival or a departure may
occur. We assume that the arrival rate is λ1 and the departure rate is μ1 . This example will also serve to clarify
the descriptions of SAN and PEPA given in the previous sections.
Both SAN and PEPA aim to provide a compositional framework for model construction, allowing the modeller to focus on the behaviour of individual components within a system and the interactions between them
rather than tackling the complexity of the whole system all at once.
Events vs activities Using SAN the behaviour of the buffer is modelled using an automaton A1 composed of four
states (0, . . . , 3), each one corresponding to the number of customers that may be present in the buffer after the
occurrence of an event. In this single buffer system, the events that may occur are the arrival of a new customer
and the service completion. In automaton A1 (Fig. 1), the effect of the ﬁrst event is represented by the transitions
with rate λ1 and the effect of the second by the transitions with rate μ1 .
In PEPA, the buffer would be represented by a model composed of one sequential component Buffer0 with
three derivatives Bufferi where i, i  1..3, is the number of customers in the buffer.1 We consider two activities
with types in and service. The ﬁrst one is used to describe the arrival of a new customer in the buffer and the
second the service completion. As we can see, only the preﬁx and choice combinators are used in the construction
of sequential components (Fig. 1). When the buffer is empty, only activity in is enabled, whereas when the buffer
is full, only activity service can be performed. However, in all other cases both activities are enabled since we can
have either the arrival of a new customer or the service completion of one in the buffer.

1 Note that the constants used to distinguish the derivatives are given suggestive names, e.g. Buffer when there are i customers in the buffer,
i
but they are not formally parameterised.
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(b)
Fig. 2. Automata interactions

Based on this simple example, we can see that PEPA may be regarded as a more explicit formalism than SAN.
In PEPA, each part of the behaviour of a system is explicitly modelled. In SAN models, the system behaviour is
implicitly represented since the transitions are the result of the implicit occurrence of events. The following will
conﬁrm this observation.
Components interaction Now we consider the single buffer system described above but assume that it accepts
arrivals from a distinct arrival process which is a simple on/off source. The system must be represented as the
interaction of two components, the source and the buffer.
In a SAN model of the system we use two automata A0 and A1 , the ﬁrst to model the source behaviour and
the second to model queue1 (Fig. 2 (a)). The events that may occur in such a system are the following:
1. The source switches to state on. This event is represented by the transition with rate η in automaton A0 .
2. The generation of a customer by the source and its arrival in queue1 . As this event concerns both the source and
queue1 , this is represented by synchronisation transitions labelled s1 on both automata. This synchronisation
is at rate λ1 and its routing probability is 1. Note that when it is not speciﬁed on the automaton, it is equal by
default to 1.
3. The source switches to state off. This event is represented by the transition with rate ν in automaton A0 .
4. The service completion of a customer in queue1 . It is represented by the transitions with rate μ1 on automata A1 .
Events 1, 3 and 4 concern only one automaton. These events are local events whereas event 2 is a synchronising
event.
We can also illustrate the less direct form of interaction in SAN, based on functional rates, using the same
example as above but taking a different representation of the arrival process. Now we capture only whether the
process is currently “on” or not. So, the transitions in automaton A1 which capture the arrival of a new customer
are no longer synchronising transitions, but functional transitions (Fig. 2 (b)). If variable x0 denotes the local state
of automaton A0 then we can deﬁne a function f as

1 if x0  on
f (x0 ) 
0 otherwise
The rate of a transition labelled f (x0 ) depends on the state of A0 , i.e. there is a functional dependency between
the two automata.
Note that in SAN there is little sense of identity within the model. Individual states and events are not named
in any explicit sense. Identities are only explicitly associated with automata and synchronisations. However, when
a functional rate is used, as in the example above, there is an implicit assumption that the local states of the inﬂuencing automaton are labelled, although this labelling need not be unique. This is necessary for the deﬁnition of
the function which determines the transition rate in the inﬂuenced automaton.
In contrast, in PEPA, only one form of component interaction is allowed, that provided by cooperation.
Similar to synchronising events in SAN, activities carried out in cooperation require the synchronous participation of two or more components. For example, consider the system composed of the three place-buffer and
the on/off source. To model this system we need two components Buffer0 and Arrivalon . Thus, when we wish
to model the arrival process to the buffer separately, with the in activity shared, the components are deﬁned as
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Fig. 3. A ﬁnite capacity queueing network

shown below.
Buffer0


def

(in, ).Buffer1

Arrivalon


def

(in, λ).Arrivalon
+(off, ν).Arrivaloff

Buffer1


def

(in, ).Buffer2 + (service, μ).Buffer0

Arrivaloff



(on, η).Arrivalon

Buffer2
Buffer3


def


(in, ).Buffer3 + (service, μ).Buffer1
(service, μ).Buffer2

def

def

The rate of activity in is undeﬁned () in component Buffer0 since the value of this rate depends on the state
of component Arrivalon in which it is speciﬁed. Moreover, as this activity requires the synchronous participation
of both components Buffer0 and Arrivalon , in addition to the mutually recursive sets of equations deﬁning the
behaviour of each sequential component, we also need a system equation which deﬁnes the cooperation between
the two components:
System  Buffer0
def


 Arrivalon
{in}

The set decorating the cooperation combinator 
 speciﬁes which activities require the synchronous participation of the two arguments of the combinator, in this case Buffer0 and Arrivalon . Other activities of the two
components, such as service and off can be carried out independently.
In PEPA the cooperation is the only form of component interaction. There is no mechanism for setting functional rates for PEPA activities, analogous to that in SAN. In the following, we show, using a case study, that
these functional dependencies provide the SAN modeller with a certain ﬂexibility in building their model which
would be advantageous to introduce into the PEPA formalism.

4. Case study 1: a ﬁnite capacity queueing network
Consider an open queueing network composed of three ﬁnite capacity queues called queue1 , queue2 and queue3
(Fig. 3). We denote by Ci the ﬁnite buffer capacity at queuei , i  1 . . . 3. The customers of this network are of
two classes. Class 1 customers arrive from outside the network to queue1 according to a Poisson process with
rate λ1 . An arriving customer is considered lost if queue1 is full when it arrives. Similarly, class 2 customers arrive
from outside the network to queue2 according to a Poisson process with rate λ2 . If queue2 is full when a class 2
customer arrives, it is considered lost also. The servers at queue1 and queue2 provide exponential service at rate
μ1 and μ2 respectively.
After its service in queue1 , a class 1 customer tries to join queue3 . If this buffer is full, the customer is blocked
in the server until a slot becomes available in queue3 . Similarly, on its service completion in queue2 , a class 2
customer tries to join queue3 . However if the buffer is full, the class 2 customer is discarded.
The server at queue3 provides an exponential service at rate μ31 to class 1 customers and at rate μ32 to class 2
customers. We assume that class 1 customers have a preemptive priority over class 2 customers for the service.
Customers completing service at queue3 leave the network.

Formal techniques for performance analysis: blending SAN and PEPA
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Fig. 4. The SAN Model 1

In the following we show how to model this system using both our chosen formalisms. When presenting the
SAN model we will show that there are alternatives, made possible by the use of functional rates, which do not
exist for the PEPA model.

4.1. The SAN models
To capture the behaviour of the whole network, we need to capture the behaviour of each of the queues and the
interactions between them. We model queue1 and queue2 using automaton A1 and A2 respectively, and establish a
one-to-one correspondence between the number of customers in the buffer and the state of the associated automaton. Representing queue3 requires two automata because the customers in its buffer are of two classes and one
class has a preemptive priority service over the other. In our model the ﬁrst automaton (A31 ) provides the number
of class 1 customers in queue3 , whereas the second (A3 ) provides the total number of customers of both classes
(Fig. 4).
To understand the different automata of the SAN model presented in Fig. 4 let us consider what are the events
that may occur in the corresponding queueing network.
1. The arrival of a new customer in queue1 (queue2 ). This is a local event since it has no effect on the other queues
of the network. It is represented by a local transition in automaton A1 (A2 ) with rate λ1 (λ2 ).
2. The service completion in queue1 . Either there is an available slot in queue3 and the customer joins it, or the
buffer is full and therefore the customer is blocked in the server of queue1 . In both cases, both queue1 and
queue3 are involved by this event. This is modelled using synchronisation s1 which appears in automata A1 ,
A3 and A31 with rate μ1 .
3. The service completion in queue2 . In this case, either there is an available slot in queue3 and the customer joins
it, or the buffer is full and then the customer is lost. This event is represented using synchronisation s2 with
rate μ2 in automata A2 and A3 . The case of the loss of the customer is represented by the loop on the last
state of A3 .
4. The service completion in queue3 . If the customer is of class 1 this event is represented using synchronisation
s3 with rate μ31 in automata A31 and A3 . The service completion of a class 2 customer is represented by the
transitions in A3 with the functional rate μ3 g(x31 ) where g(x31 )  0 if there is at least one class 1 customer in
queue3 , otherwise g(x31 )  1.
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Fig. 5. The SAN Model 2

The functional rates in SAN permit alternative models of this system to be developed. In the model described
above (Fig. 4), queue3 is modelled considering two aspects of this buffer: the total number of class 1 customers
and the total number of customers. An alternative is to consider the total number of class 1 customers and the
total number of class 2 customers in the buffer. The corresponding SAN model is given in Fig. 5.
As in the ﬁrst model, automata A1 and A2 model the total number of customers in queue1 and queue2 respectively. A31 provides the total number of class 1 customers in queue3 and A32 provides the total number of class 2
in the same queue.
The events in this model are as listed above. The external arrivals and service completion at queue1 are
represented as previously in the automata concerned. The other events are represented as follows:
• The service completion in queue2 . This event is represented using synchronisation s2 with rate μ2 in automaton
A2 . In automaton A32 , the rate is μ2 with the routing probability h(x31 ) for the transitions from state i to i + 1.
Here h is a function deﬁned as h(x31 )  1 if the number of class 1 customers in queue3 is less than C3 . Otherwise
this function is null. The service completion of a class 2 customer and its loss is represented by the loops on
the states with a routing probability 1 − h(x31 ) for all states except for state C3 where it is by default equal to 1.
• The service completion in queue3 . In this model, as we represent the customer number of each class in queue3 ,
we have to make a distinction between the service completion of both classes. The service completion of a
class 1 customer is represented by a transition with rate μ31 in automaton A1 . The service completion of class 2
customer is represented by a transition with rate μ32 g(x31 ), g being the same function as in the ﬁrst model.

4.2. The PEPA model
(1)

(2)

(3)

(3)

The PEPA model is composed of four components Buffer0 , Buffer0 , Buffer0 and Class10 . The two ﬁrst components describe the behaviour of queue1 and queue2 respectively. As in the SAN model, two components are
(3)
required to describe the behaviour of queue3 ; Buffer0 describes the total number of customers of both classes
(3)
and Class10 the number of class 1 customers in queue3 .
(1)
Component Buffer0 : To capture the behaviour of queue1 , we need to use four activities types: in1 describes the
arrival of a new customer in the buffer, service1 models a customer’s service, blocking represents the blocking after
service possibility and ﬁnally loss 1 models the case where the buffer is full and therefore an arriving customer is
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(1)

lost. The complete behaviour of component Buffer0 is as follows:
Buffer0
(1)
Buffer1
..
.

(1)


def

def

(in1 , λ1 ).Buffer1
(1)
(1)
(1)
(in1 , λ1 ).Buffer2 + (service1 , μ1 ).Buffer0 + (blocking, μ1 ).Buffer1
..
.

(1)



(loss 1 , λ1 ).BufferC1 + (service1 , μ1 ).BufferC1 −1 + (blocking, μ1 ).BufferC1

BufferC1

def

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

Component Buffer0 : This component is similar to the one above with the activities in2 , service2 and loss2 playing
analogous roles. Additionally, loss2 represents the loss of a class 2 customer, when it tries to join queue3 , whose
(2)
buffer is full. The complete behaviour of component Buffer0 is as follows:
Buffer0
(2)
Buffer1
..
.

(2)


def

def

(in2 , λ2 ).Buffer1
(2)
(2)
(2)
(in2 , λ2 ).Buffer2 + (service2 , μ2 ).Buffer0 + (loss2 , μ2 ).Buffer0
..
.

(2)



(loss2 , λ2 ).BufferC2 + (service2 , μ2 ).BufferC2 −1 + (loss2 , μ2 ).BufferC2 −1

BufferC2

def

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

Component Buffer0 : This component describes the behaviour of queue3 for both customer classes. The arrival
of a customer to this queue means the end of service either in queue1 (activity service1 ) or in queue2 (activity
service2 ). These activities are synchronising activities whose rate in this component is unspeciﬁed. The service
completion of a customer in queue3 is modelled using activity service31 or service32 according to the class of the
(3)
(1)
customer. Component Buffer0 must synchronise with Buffer0 on the activity blocking when queue3 is full and
(3)
(2)
with Buffer0 on activity loss 2 . The complete behaviour of component Buffer0 is as follows:
(3)

Buffer0
(3)
Buffer1
(3)

Buffer2

..
.
(3)
BufferC3

(3)

(3)


def

+
def

+
def

(service1 , ).Buffer1 + (service2 , ).Buffer1
(3)
(3)
(3)
(service1 , ).Buffer2 + (service2 , ).Buffer2 + (service31 , μ31 ).Buffer0
(3)
(service32 , μ32 ).Buffer0
(3)
(3)
(3)
(service1 , ).Buffer3 + (service2 , ).Buffer3 + (service31 , μ31 ).Buffer1
(3)
(service32 , μ32 ).Buffer1
..
.


+

(service31 , μ31 ).BufferC3 −1 + (service32 , μ32 ).BufferC3 −1 + (loss 2 , ).BufferC3
(3)
(blocking, ).BufferC3

def

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

Component Class10 : This component models the total number of class 1 customers in queue3 . The arrival of a
class 1 customer to queue3 , means service completion in queue1 . This is modelled here by activity service1 on which
(3)
(1)
this component must synchronise with components Buffer0 and Buffer0 . When a class 1 customer is served in
queue3 , activity service31 is performed. A class 2 customer is served in this queue only if no class 1 customers are
(3)
in the buffer. This is modelled by activity service32 in Class10 . Below is the complete deﬁnition of component
(3)
Class10 .
Class10
(3)
Class11
..
.

(3)


def

def

(service1 , ).Class11 + (service32 , ).Class10
(3)
(3)
(service1 , ).Class12 + (service31 , ).Class10
..
.

(3)



(service31 , ).Class1C3 −1

Class1C3

def

(3)

(3)

(3)

The complete system: The complete behaviour of the system is given by the following equation:



def
(1)
(3)
(2)




 Class1(3)
System  Buffer0 
Buffer0
Buffer0
0
K
L
M
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(1)

(3)

where K  {service1 , blocking} is the cooperation set on which Buffer0 and Buffer0 must synchronise,
(3)
(2)
L  {service2 , loss 2 } the cooperation set on which Buffer0 and Buffer0 must synchronise and ﬁnally
(3)
(1)
(3)
M  {service1 , service31 , service32 } is the set on which Class10 , Buffer0 and Buffer0 must synchronise.

4.3. Summary of case study
In a SAN, functional rates imply that some transitions rates of an automaton will depend on the state of one
or several automata of the network. The use of such rates is a means to avoid explicitly modelling all parts of a
system’s behaviour. Modelling a system component implicitly in this way means that less automata are needed
to model the complete system. In some cases, this may lead to a reduction in the size of the model. Moreover,
beneﬁts of this reduction can be appreciable when building/solving the underlying Markov chain.
Furthermore, the use of the functional rates within SAN appears to offer the modeller greater ﬂexibility with
respect to model construction. We saw this when we considered the two alternative representations of queue3 . In
the second representation we were able to implicitly capture the local state of one component (A31 ) within another
(A32 ) using the functional dependency. In the PEPA model a component representing only the local state of class
1 customers nevertheless needs access to the total number of customers. This can only be achieved by giving the
(3)
complementary component, Class20 say, intended to represent class 2 customers, the ability to witness all state
(3)
(3)
changes within the queue, i.e. the representation of Class20 is forced to become Buffer0 .
In the following, we investigate the introduction of the functional rates in PEPA and their impact on building
the models not only in terms of ﬂexibility, but also in terms of model size reduction and compact representation
of the underlying Markov chain.

5. Functional dependencies in PEPA
In this section we deﬁne a modiﬁed version of PEPA in which functional dependencies are included and outline
the beneﬁts which can be gained by this addition. The modiﬁcation, whilst fundamental, in fact stems from the
modiﬁcation of a single basic deﬁnition of PEPA: the range of values which may be used as activity rates in PEPA
activities. Other modiﬁcations are largely syntactic.
The beneﬁts can be summarised as follows:
• the modiﬁcation results in greater modelling ﬂexibility. This is demonstrated by considering again the previous
example.
• a more elegant tensor representation of the generator of the underlying Markov process is possible when
functional rates are available.
In the context of PEPA, a functional dependency may involve one or several components. In a functional
dependency involving a single component, the rate value of an activity of the component depends on the current
state of the component itself. This translates into the presence of several apparent rates for the activity in the
component. Since each activity is represented explicitly in each local state it has always been possible to capture
this form of dependency in PEPA. When this is expressed as a functional dependency, the rate value expressed
as a function of the current component state is still a positive real number and can never be zero. While adding
nothing new to the expressiveness of the language, it is this use of functional rates which leads to the compact
tensor representation.
In contrast the ability to have an activity rate which is dependent on the local state of another component has
not been possible (except in the special circumstance of cooperation). When this form of functional dependency is
introduced into PEPA we may wish to allow the dependent rate to include the value zero, indicating that an activity is blocked by the local state of another component (as in the on/off source in the second example in Sect. 3.3).
When the dependency is between two or more components it implies that either the activity to be performed by
the ﬁrst component and/or its rate value will be determined by the current state of the other component(s). The
rate value may then be any non-negative real number including zero, particularly when the choice of the activity
to be performed is done according to the state of another component.
In PEPA the set of activities Act is deﬁned as Act ⊆ A × R+ where R+ is the set of positive real numbers
deﬁned as follows:
R+  {r | r > 0; r ∈ R} ∪ {}
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The introduction of functional dependencies in PEPA therefore requires us to relax the constraint on the
deﬁnition domain of an activity rate. Thus, the set of activities Act is now deﬁned as Act ⊆ A × R∗ where R∗ is
the set of non-negative real numbers deﬁned as follows:
R∗  {r | r  0; r ∈ R} ∪ {}
The syntax of sequential components is modiﬁed to allow an activity to deﬁned in terms of an action type
and an expression e, which can be either a rate, or a function, or a product of a rate and a function.
S :: (α, e).S | S + S | A
e :: r | f | r × f
where f : 2C −→ R∗ is a function from one or more components to the non-negative reals.
In Appendix A we show the operational semantics for PEPA, assuming that the duration of activities are
speciﬁed via expressions. These rules are unchanged from the original rules when all expressions are assumed to
be simple rates.
In the following, we show that, as in SAN, the functional dependencies in PEPA provide a ﬂexibility in building
the model. This is shown using the queueing network of the case study.

5.1. Modelling ﬂexibility
Making use of functional rates, the system in Fig. 3 may now be modelled differently. The PEPA model is
(1)
(2)
(3)
(3)
composed of four components: Buffer0 , Buffer0 , Class10 and Class20 .
(3)
(3)
Let f be a function of x1 , the current derivative of Class10 and x2 the current derivative of Class20 as
follows:

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
f (x1 , x2 )  0 if x1 ≡ Class1C3 ∨ (x1 ≡ Class1C3 −1 ∧ x2 ≡ Class21 ) ∨ . . . ∨ Class2C3
1 otherwise
where ≡ denotes syntactic equivalence. Let g(x1 , x2 )  1 − f (x1 , x2 ). To simplify, in the following we use f and g
(1)
instead of f (x1 , x2 ) and g(x1 , x2 ). As in the previous PEPA model, queue1 and queue2 are modelled using Buffer0
(2)
and Buffer0 respectively as follows.
(1)

Component Buffer0 :
Buffer0
(1)
Buffer1
..
.

(1)


def

def

(in1 , λ1 ).Buffer1
(1)
(1)
(1)
(in1 , λ1 ).Buffer2 + (service1 , μ1 ×f ).Buffer0 + (blocking, μ1 ×g).Buffer1
..
.

(1)



(loss 1 , λ1 ).BufferC1 + (service1 , μ1 ×f ).BufferC1 −1 + (blocking, μ1 ×g).BufferC1

BufferC1

def

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

Component Buffer0 :
Buffer0
(2)
Buffer1
..
.

(2)


def

def

(in2 , λ2 ).Buffer1
(2)
(2)
(2)
(in2 , λ2 ).Buffer2 + (service2 , μ2 ×f ).Buffer0 + (loss 2 , μ2 ×g).Buffer0
..
.

(2)



(loss 2 , λ2 ).BufferC2 + (service2 , μ2 ×f ).BufferC2 −1 + (loss 2 , μ2 ×g).BufferC2 −1

BufferC2

def

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

Opting for functional dependencies, queue3 may now be represented by components Class10 and Class20 .
The ﬁrst one models the total number of class 1 customers in queue3 and the second the total number of class 2
customers in this queue. It is not necessary to explicitly represent information about the total number of customers
(3)
(3)
in this queue. The information provided by components Class10 and Class20 is now sufﬁcient.
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(3)

Component Class10 :
Class10
(3)
Class11
..
.

(3)


def

def

(service1 , ).Class11 + (service32 , ).Class10 + (blocking, ).Class10
(3)
(3)
(3)
(service1 , ).Class12 + (service31 , μ31 ).Class10 + (blocking, ).Class11
..
.

(3)


def

(service1 , ).Class1i+1 + (service31 , μ31 ).Class1i−1 + (blocking, ).Class1i
..
.

(3)



(service31 , μ31 ).Class1C3 −1 + (blocking, ).Class1C3

Class1i
..
.

Class1C3

def

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

Component Class20 :
Class20
(3)
Class21
..
.

(3)


def


(3)



Class2j
..
.
(3)
Class2C3

def

(3)

(3)

(service2 , ).Class21 + (loss 2 , ).Class20
(3)
(3)
(3)
(service2 , ).Class22 + (service32 , μ32 ×h).Class20 + (loss 2 , ).Class21
..
.
(3)

(3)

(3)

(service2 , ).Class2j+1 + (service32 , μ32 ×h).Class2j−1 + (loss 2 , ).Class2j
..
.
def
(3)
(3)
 (service32 , μ32 ×h).Class2C3 −1 + (loss 2 , ).Class2C3
def

(3)

Here h is a function which depends on the current derivative of Class10 , representing the class 1 customers
in queue3 as follows:

(3)
1 if x1 ≡ Class10
h(x1 ) 
0 otherwise
The complete system:
(1)

System  ((Buffer0
def


 Class1(3)

 Class20(3) ) 
 Buffer(2)
0 )
0
K

M

L

where K  {service1 , blocking}, L  {service2 , loss 2 } and M  {service32 }.
Thus we now have the same modelling ﬂexibility in PEPA as was previously apparent in SAN.

5.2. Reduction of model size
Besides the ﬂexibility provided by the functional dependency, we may now be able to reduce the PEPA model
size in some cases because parts of a system can be implicitly modelled. For example, consider a resource sharing
system. In this system, N processors share M resources with M  N. We assume that the processors use and
free the resources with different rates. Let λi and μi be the use and liberation rates respectively, characterising a
processor i, 1  i  N.
To model the system, we may either use the functional dependencies or build a model in which explicit
component interaction in the form of cooperation is used. To see the impact of the functional rates on model
size, we consider both alternatives.
• PEPA model without functions
(i)

The behaviour of each processor i is modelled using component Processor0 . Moreover, we use component
NumberR0 to model the number of resources occupied by the processors. Two types of activities are considered:
usei and f reei . The former speciﬁes that a processor i is using a resource whereas the latter speciﬁes that it
frees it. Formally these components are deﬁned as follows.
(i)

Component Processor0 , 1  i  N
(i)

Processor0
(i)
Processor1


def

def

(i)

(usei , λi ).Processor1
(i)
(f reei , μi ).Processor0
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Component NumberR0
NumberR0
NumberR1
...
NumberRM


def

def


def

N
(usei , ).NumberR1
i1
N
N
i1 (f reei , ).NumberR0
i1 (usei , ).NumberR2 +
...
N
i1 (f reei , ).NumberRM−1
(i)

The complete system is then modelled as N components (Processor0 , i  1 . . . N) which evolve independently,
but which synchronise with component NumberR0 as follows:


def
(1)
(N)


System  Processor0 || . . . || Processor0
NumberR0
K
where K  {use1 , . . . , useN , f ree1 , . . . , f reeN }
• PEPA model with functions
(i)
In this model, where the functional rates are used, only components Processor0 , 1  i  N, are needed to
capture the behaviour of the complete system. These are deﬁned as follows:
(i)

Processor0
(i)
Processor1


def

def

(i)

(usei , λi ×f (x1 , . . . , xN )).Processor1
(i)
(f reei , μi ).Processor0

(i)

where xi is a variable whose value is 1 if the current derivative of the ith processor is Processor1 , and 0 otherwise.
The function f is then deﬁned as follows:

N
xj ∈ {0, 1}
1 if
j1 xj < M
f (x1 , . . . , xN ) 
0 otherwise
(i)

The complete system is then modelled as N components (Processor0 , i  1 . . . N) that evolve apparently in an
independent manner. However this independence is only superﬁcial because of the presence of function f .
(1)

(N)

System  Processor0 || . . . || Processor0
def

This example illustrates how, in addition to increased modelling ﬂexibility, the introduction of functional rates
can reduce a model with respect to the number of components needed to express it. The model with functional
rates has fewer components (N) than the one without (N + 1). The product state space of the former model has
2N ∗ (N + 1) states whereas the latter has 2N states. However, both models have the same reachable state space;
the underlying CTMC has same in both cases. Nevertheless, as we will see it later in Sect. 7.1, the reduction of
the model’s size remains an important gain.
In the remainder of the paper we will focus on another beneﬁt of functional rates—that they facilitate a
compact representation of the state space using tensor algebra. This can be regarded as an alternative abstraction
of the model which has beneﬁts for the quantitative analysis.

6. Tackling state space explosion
All state-based modelling formalisms, including SAN and PEPA, are prone to problems of state space explosion: the number of states generated in the underlying Markov process makes solution of the resulting matrix
intractable.
There are several general approaches to overcoming the state space explosion problem; for example:
• The matrix representation may be decomposed so that the state space of the model, and its dynamics, are not
represented by a single matrix but by a number of smaller matrices. Nevertheless the model is solved as a single
entity.
• The model itself may be decomposed into a number of submodels, each of which is treated as a separate system generating a separate, smaller matrix. These matrices are solved separately, possibly in combination with
a representation of the aggregate model which captures the interactions between submodels. In general this
approach will give rise to approximate solution of the original model.
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• The model may be replaced by another which is equivalent in some sense but which is more amenable to efﬁcient
solution, typically because its state space is smaller. This is termed model simpliﬁcation and the accuracy of the
approach depends on the model-model equivalence used to make the substitution.
• The mapping from model to matrix may be reﬁned, based on an equivalence relation, so that one state at
the Markov process level corresponds to an equivalence class of states in the model. This is termed model
aggregation. This approach can result in a signiﬁcant reduction in the size of the matrix, for example in models
which exhibit symmetry due to repeated components. Whether this approach gives rise to exact or approximate
solution with respect to the “complete” model will depend on the equivalence relation used.
In SAN a version of the ﬁrst approach, based on tensor representation, has been incorporated into the formalism and this is presented in more detail in the following subsection. The use of a tensor representation of the
underlying Markov process is not a state space reduction method. It is an alternative approach to state space
explosion which handles the model solution in a decomposed form. Recently, a state space reduction technique
has been developed for SANs [BBFP03]. This technique exploits aggregation based on replicated automata.
PEPA has developed equivalence relations for both model simpliﬁcation and model aggregation. The interested reader is referred to [Hil94] for details. In Sect. 6.2 we present the bisimulation-based strong equivalence
relation which is used as a basis for aggregation in PEPA.

6.1. Tensor representation
In the seminal paper [Pla85], Plateau proved that the generator matrix of the Markov process underlying a SAN
model can be analytically represented using Kronecker algebra. Thus the generator matrix is stored as an expression involving the tensor sum and tensor product of smaller matrices (an introduction to tensor sum and tensor
product can be found in Appendix C). The solution of the model can then be achieved via this tensor expression
of submatrices—the complete matrix does not need to be generated.
The generator matrix Q is automatically derived from the SAN description, using the individual automata to
generate the submatrices in the tensor expression (see [PFL88] for more details and proofs). It has been proved
in [PFL88] that, if the states are in a lexicographic order, then the generator matrix Qsan of the Markov process
associated with a continuous-time SAN is given by
Qsan 

N

i1

Fi +


e∈ε

N

τe

N

Si,e −
i1

S i,e
i1

where
•
•
•
•
•

N is the total number of automata in the network and ε is the set of synchronisations.
Fi is the transition matrix of automaton Ai without synchronisations.
Si,e is the transition matrix of automaton Ai due to synchronisation e whose rate is τe .
S i,e is a matrix representing the normalisation associated with the synchronisation e on automaton Ai .
and
denote tensor sum and product, respectively.

Unlike the local transition matrices Fi , the synchronising matrices Si,e are not generators (i.e. their rows do not
sum to zero). The diagonal corrector matrices S i,e have been introduced to normalise the synchronising matrices.
The tensorial representation of the generator matrix has an impact on both the memory requirements and
the computation time of the matrix–vector multiplication. The space efﬁciency of this representation is obtained
at the expense of an increased computation time. Therefore, an efﬁcient vector–tensor product multiplication
algorithm has been developed, vector–descriptor multiplication [FPA98] to be used when solving the stationary
distribution. This algorithm is the basic step in iterative methods such as the Power method and Generalized
Minimum Residual (GMRES) method [SAP95]. In [Day98], iterative methods based on splittings, such as Jacobi
and Gauss–Seidel, are proved to be better than the Power method.
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6.2. Aggregation based on strong equivalence
Strong equivalence2 is a bisimulation-based equivalence relation for PEPA and when it is applied to the states
within a single model it induces a partition over the state space of the model. When aggregation based on this
partition is carried out, a matrix representation for the model is constructed so that there is one row (column) of
the matrix for each equivalence class of states in the process algebra model.
In PEPA, two derivatives are strongly equivalent if there is an equivalence relation between them such that,
for any action type α, the total conditional transition rates from those derivatives to any equivalence class are
the same. The conditional transition rate between two derivatives P and P , via a given action type α, denoted
q(P, P , α), is the sum of the activity rates associated with transitions between P and P in the derivation graph
which are labelled by α. The total conditional transition rate from a derivative P to a set of derivatives S via a
given action type α, denoted q[P, S, α] is deﬁned to be

q[P, S, α] 
q(P, P , α)
P ∈S

Deﬁnition 6.1 An equivalence relation R ⊆ C × C is a strong equivalence if whenever (P, Q) ∈ R then for all
α ∈ A and for all S ∈ C/R
q[P, S, α]  q[Q, S, α]
In general, if the states of a Markov process are partitioned and a new stochastic process constructed with
one state for each partition, the resulting process does not have the Markov, or memoryless, property. For this
to be the case the partition must satisfy a condition on transition rates which is termed lumpability. In [Hil94] it
is proved that a partition induced by strong equivalence is always lumpable and consequently results calculated
via this aggregation are exact. Furthermore, because strong equivalence is a congruence, the technique can be
applied compositionally, replacing cooperating components by strongly equivalent (lumped) ones—it has been
proved that each component is equivalent to its lumped version and that lumped components can be substituted
one at a time. Note that this compositional application of the aggregation procedure does not necessarily give
the maximal lumping but for very large models it avoids the construction of the complete state space before
aggregation can begin (which would otherwise be the case).

7. Exploiting functional rates in PEPA
In this section we consider how we can exploit the introduction of functional dependencies in PEPA with respect
to techniques for tackling state space explosion introduced in the previous section.

7.1. The tensor representation for PEPA
In [HK01], we have shown that PEPA models can be represented analytically using Kronecker algebra and solved
without constructing the complete generator matrix. Moreover, the translation from the model to the compact
representation is automatic.
Firstly, we capture local transitions for each constituent component in an appropriate generator matrix. Then
we represent each type of interaction by the tensor product of matrices capturing each component’s capacity to
participate in this shared activity. In order to ensure that the rate of the shared activity is represented correctly
we need to exercise a little care in constructing this set of tensor products. Finally, and analogously to the SAN
case, we need to introduce diagonal corrector matrices which normalise the cooperation matrices.
In PEPA without functional dependencies the tensor product capturing component interactions needs to
distinguish each apparent rate of each action type in each component, in order to correctly calculate the rate of
a shared activity. Furthermore, we need to introduce a new tensorial operator, the minimum tensor product, to
capture the interaction between two components. This operator, denoted
, is based on the Kronecker product
min

and operates on (scalar, matrix) pairs.
2

Sometimes termed Markovian bisimulation.
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Deﬁnition 7.1 Consider two scalars s1 and s2 , and two matrices M1 and M2 . The minimum tensor product of (s1 , M1 )
and (s2 , M2 ) is deﬁned as follows:
(s1 , M1 )

(s2 , M2 )  min(s1 , s2 ) (M1 ⊗ M2 )
min

This form of product is used to capture shared activities and so the scalar represents the apparent rate of an
activity in one component, with the corresponding matrix capturing the associated possible state transitions as
a probability transition matrix. If an action type is passive within a component its apparent rate is  and for all
real values s, min(s, )  s.
The generator matrix Qpepa of the Markov process associated with a PEPA model is given by
Qpepa 

N


Pi +


α∈Z

i1



N
min

(rα,j , Pi,α,rα,j ) −


α∈Z

i1 rα,j ∈Ri (α)

N
min



(rα,j , P i,α,rα,j )

(7.1)

i1 rα,j ∈Ri (α)

where
• Ri (α) is the set of apparent rates for α enabled by derivatives of Ci .
• Pi,α,rα,j is the probability transition matrix of component Ci due to activities of type α when the apparent rate
of α is rα,j .
• P i,α,rα,j is a matrix representing the normalisation associated with the shared activity α at apparent rate rα,j in
component Ci .
However, when we have functional dependencies within PEPA we can capture the different apparent rates
that a component may express with respect to an action type using a functional dependency on the state of that
component. This allows the tensor representation to be more direct and similar to the one obtained by Plateau
for the SANs. If Qpepa is the generator matrix of the Markov process associated with a PEPA model, its tensor
expression is deﬁned as follows:3
Qpepa 

N

i1

Pi +


α∈Z

N

N

Pi,α −

rα
i1

P i,α

(7.2)

i1

where
• N is the total number of components in the PEPA model and Z is the set of cooperating action types.
• Pi is the transition matrix of component Ci relating solely to its individual activities.
• rα is the minimum of the functional rates of action type α over all components Ci , i  1 . . . N: rα  mini1...N
(rα (Ci )).
• Pi,α is the probability transition matrix of component Ci due to activity of type α. Its elements values are either
1 or 0.
• P i,α is a matrix representing the normalisation associated with the shared activity α in component Ci .
As previously, the local transition matrices Pi , the cooperation matrices Pi,α are not generators. So we need
to introduce diagonal corrector matrices P i,α to normalise the cooperation matrices.
Note that in order to achieve the greater simplicity of this expression, in [HK01] functional rates were introduced into PEPA purely to facilitate the tensor representation. They were used only in this underlying representation; they were not incorporated at the modelling level, i.e. in the syntax of the language as in Sect. 5.
In models with a tensor representation, the “size” of the state space is open to several interpretations:
1. the physical space needed to store the model using the tensor representation;
2. the size of the state space of the cartesian product of the model components;
3. the size of the space of the reachable states.

3

There is an implicit assumption that an action type uniquely deﬁnes a synchronisation event at the transition system level. This will not
generally be the case without restrictions on the use of types within cooperation sets. These are not terribly strong restrictions and can be
achieved by pre-processing (see [HK01] for full details).
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From previous work on SAN, we know that the use of functions has a positive effect on both the size of the
tensor representation and the size of the product state space. In particular if we remove a function it is generally
necessary to introduce an additional component. If the new component has two or more states then we increase
both spaces (1) and (2). However this should not change the reachable state space (3). To do so would fundamentally change the model considered but note that in the tensor representations for SAN the cartesian product
space is represented, not the reachable state space.

7.2. Functional strong equivalence and aggregation
As explained in Sect. 6.2 model aggregation in PEPA is governed by the equivalence relation strong equivalence.
Thus in order to consider the impact of functional rates on the aggregation technique we must ﬁrst consider the
impact of functional rates on strong equivalence.
Firstly, we must extend the deﬁnition of conditional transition rate to include the possibility that the transition
rate concerned may be a function.
Deﬁnition 7.2 The conditional transition rate between two derivatives Ci and Cj , via a given action type α, denoted
q(Ci , Cj , α), is deﬁned to be the sum of the constant and the functional activity rates associated with transitions
between Ci and Cj in the derivation graph which are labelled by α.
Note that the evaluation of a function is unequivocal because we are considering the transition rates from
a particular derivative. Each derivative corresponds to a particular set of local states for each component, thus
determining the appropriate value of the function. As a consequence the conditional transition rate and total
conditional transition rate from any derivative has a literal value even if it is expressed via a function.
Properties of the Strong Equivalence: By a similar argument—that in any given state the functions can be evaluated unequivocally—we are able to establish that functional strong equivalence ∼
 is a congruence for PEPA; the
relation is preserved by the combinators and the recursive deﬁnitions.
Proposition 7.1 If P ∼
 Q then
1.
2.
3.
4.

∼ (a, e).Q
(a, e).P 
∼
P+S Q+S


P
S∼
S
Q
L
L
∼
P/L  Q/L

Proof. The proof is omitted as it is similar to the one developed in [Hil94].



Proposition 7.2 Let Ẽ and F̃ be two indexed sets of components which contain the indexed set of variables X̃ at
def
def
most. Let Ã  Ẽ{Ã/X̃ } and B̃  F̃ {B̃/X̃ }. If Ẽ ∼
 F̃ then Ã ∼
 B̃.
Proof. Again, the proof is similar to the one developed in [Hil94] and is omitted here.

The consequence of these results is that the aggregation technique based on strong equivalence which has been
developed for PEPA models can equally be applied to PEPA models with functional rates.
In the following section we consider a PEPA case study in which we include functional rates and demonstrate
the construction of the tensor representation and the application of the aggregation technique, and discuss the
interplay between these two techniques.

8. Case study 2: hierarchical cellular network
This case study is inspired by the work presented in [FKV02]. Fourneau et al. investigate the performance of
a hierarchical cellular network using PEPA. They do not use functional dependencies in their model. Here we
show how the network may be modelled using functional rates to avoid several apparent rates for an action type
in a component; we demonstrate how the model should be pre-processed in order to build the PEPA descriptor
of the model using equation 7.2; and ﬁnally, we apply the aggregation technique as in [FKV02].
We consider a hierarchical cellular network based on the Manhattan model of a city. This model consists
of square blocks, representing buildings, with streets in between them. Thus, the reuse pattern is composed of a
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Fig. 6. The reuse pattern

Fig. 7. The handoff activities graph

macro-cell overlying a cluster of N  5 micro-cells: a central micro-cell surrounded by four peripheral micro-cells
(see Fig. 6).
In this study we assume that the macro-cell and all the micro-cells have the same capacity, ci  3, i  0 . . . 5.
We consider two types of customers inside the cluster, the new calls and the handover requests (ongoing calls).
External arrivals to the cluster consist of the handover requests coming from other clusters and the new calls
initiated in that cluster. The handover requests coming from other clusters may occur only in the macro-cell or
the peripheral micro-cells. They may never occur in the central micro-cell.
We consider that the new calls can be assigned only to the macro-cell level. Moreover, we assume that a request,
either a new call or a handover request, initiated at the micro-cell level is served in its originating micro-cell if a
channel is available. Otherwise, according to the overﬂow strategy, the request is overﬂowed to the upper level.
In the case where all channels are busy at both levels, the request is dropped (handover) or blocked (new call).

8.1. The PEPA model
In the model, the external arrival process is represented by an in activity by the cells. The arrival rate is assumed
to be λ1 in the macro-cell, λ2 in the peripheral micro-cells and λ3 in the central micro-cell.
Because of the different types of cells (macro-cell, peripheral micro-cell, central micro-cell) and the topology
of the network, we make a distinction between the handover requests generated inside the cluster. This distinction
is based on the cell type the call originated from and the cell type the call has to be transferred to. Thus we have
the following activities:
• activity handoffup represents the process which transfers a call from a micro-cell to the macro-cell. This call (a
new call or a handover call) comes from outside the cluster to the micro-cell and because all channels in the
micro-cell are busy, it has to be transferred to the macro-cell. The rate of this activity is the external arrival rate
to the micro-cell;
• activity handoffin.c represents the transfer of an ongoing call from one of the peripheral micro-cells to the central
micro-cell;
• in contrast, activity handoffout.c represents the transfer of an ongoing call from the central micro-cell to one of
the four peripheral micro-cells;
• activity handoffin−up.c models the process in which an ongoing call coming from a peripheral micro-cell and
entering the central micro-cell, is then transferred to the macro cell because all channels of the central micro-cell
are busy;
• activity handoffout−up.c models the arrival of an ongoing call from the central micro-cell to a peripheral micro-cell
when all channels of this cell are busy, and which is overﬂowed to the macro cell.
As the process behind the four last handoff activities is the same, the rate of these activities is also the same
and it is denoted δ (representing the mean dwell-time in a micro-cell). In all cells, the service process is represented
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by activity service. As the service rate in each cell is assumed to be μ, when there are i, 1  i  ck , customers in
a cell, it will engage in a service activity at rate i μ.
Now, let us give the behaviour details of the different components of the system.
Component macro When the channels of the macro-cell are not all busy, if external handover calls arrive at rate
λ1 , then macro will engage in an in activity at rate λ1 . If handover calls arrive from the micro-cells, then macro
will engage in either a handoffup activity, or a handoffin−up.c activity, or a handoffout−up.c activity. In all cases, the
rate of the activity is unspeciﬁed () in component macro because these activities synchronise with activities
of micro-cells generating the handover calls. The rate will be determined by the micro-cell which generates the
handover calls.
When all channels are busy, if handover calls arrive from the micro-cells, macro will engage in the handoff
activity but the ongoing call will be dropped and thus lost. Similarly, if external handover calls arrive when all
channels are busy, macro will engage in the in activity but the call will be blocked and lost.
If macroi describes the component behaviour when there are i customers in the macro-cell, this behaviour is as
follows:
macro0


def

(in, λ1 ).macro1 + (handoffup , ).macro1 + (handoffin−up.c , ).macro1
+ (handoffout−up.c , ).macro1

macro1


def

(in, λ1 ).macro2 + (service, μ).macro0 + (handoffup , ).macro2
+ (handoffin−up.c , ).macro2 + (handoffout−up.c , ).macro2

macro2


def

(in, λ1 ).macro3 + (service, 2 μ).macro1 + (handoffup , ).macro3
+ (handoffin−up.c , ).macro3 + (handoffout−up.c , ).macro3

macro3



(in, λ1 ).macro3 + (service, 3 μ).macro2 + (handoffup , ).macro3
+ (handoffout−up.c , ).macro3 + (handoffin−up.c , ).macro3

def

Component microj : 1  j  4 As for the macro component, external arrivals to peripheral micro cells (new calls
or handover calls) are modelled by an in activity at rate λ2 .
When handover requests from the central micro-cell arrive, if channels are not all busy, microj will engage in
a handoffout.c activity at an unspeciﬁed rate. If all channels are busy, microj will then engage in a handoffout−up.c
activity. Component microj may also engage in a handoffup activity at rate λ2 , if external calls arrive when all
channels are busy.
A peripheral micro-cell may generate handover calls which will ask for channels from the central micro-cell.
microj will engage in a handoffin.c activity at rate iδ where i is the number of customers in this cell.
If microji denotes the component behaviour when there are i customers in the peripheral micro-cell j, this behaviour is as follows:
microj0


def

(in, λ2 ).microj1 + (handoffout.c , ).microj1

microj1


def

(in, λ2 ).microj2 + (handoffout.c , ).microj2 + (service, μ).microj0
+ (handoffin.c , g × δ).microj0 + (handoffin−up.c , g × δ).microj0

microj2


def

(in, λ2 ).microj3 + (handoffout.c , ).microj3 + (service, 2 μ).microj1
+ (handoffin.c , g × δ).microj1 + (handoffin−up.c , g × δ).microj1

microj3



(service, 3 μ).microj2 + (handoffin−up.c , g × δ).microj2 + (handoffin.c , g × δ).microj2
+ (handoffup , λ2 ).microj3 + (handoffout−up.c , ).microj3

def

Here g is a function whose value depends on the current derivative of the same peripheral micro-cell, microji :
g(microji )  i, 1  i  3.
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Component microC The microC component differs from the other micro-cells only by the fact that it can receive
handover calls generated by the four peripheral cells. So, it engages in the same type of activities and the same
reasoning is used to describe its behaviour.
Let microCi denote the component behaviour when there are i customers in the central micro-cell. And let f
be a function whose value depends on the current derivative of this micro-cell, f (microCi )  i, 1  i  3. The
behaviour of the central micro-cell is as follows:
microC0


def

(in, λ3 ).microC1 + (handoffin.c , ).microC1

microC1


def

(in, λ3 ).microC2 + (service, μ).microC0 + (handoffin.c , ).microC2
+ (handoffout−up.c , f × δ).microC0 + (handoffout.c , f × δ).microC0

microC2


def

(in, λ3 ).microC3 + (service, 2 μ).microC1 + (handoffin.c , ).microC3
+ (handoffout−up.c , f × δ).microC1 + (handoffout.c , f × δ).microC1

microC3



(service, 3 μ).microC2 + (handoffup , λ3 ).microC3 + (handoffout.c , f × δ).microC2
+ (handoffin−up.c , ).microC3 + (handoffout−up.c , f × δ).microC2

def

The system is formed by the cooperation of macro and the different micro-cells. Since the four peripheral
micro-cells proceed independently, and cooperate with the central micro-cell, the system is deﬁned as follows:


def



System  (micro10 || micro20 || micro30 || micro40 ) 
micro
macro0
C0
L
K
where L  {handoffin.c , handoffout.c } is the set of activities on which the central micro-cell and the peripheral
micro-cells must synchronise. The set K  {handoffup , handoffin−up.c , handoffout−up.c } contains the activities on
which the macro-cell and the micro-cells must synchronise.
This model has 4096 states and 81920 transitions.

8.2. The model descriptor
In this section, we show how to build, according to the generator expression 7.2, the different matrices corresponding to the hierarchical cellular network model.
The local transition matrices Pi :
• Component macro0
⎞
⎛
λ1
0
0
− λ1
μ −(λ1 + μ)
λ1
0 ⎟
⎜
P0  ⎝
0
2 μ −(λ1 +2 μ)
λ1 ⎠
0
0
3 μ −3 μ
• Components microj0 , j  1 . . . 4
⎞
⎛
λ2
0
0
− λ2
μ −(λ2 + μ)
λ2
0 ⎟
⎜
Pj  ⎝
0
2 μ −(λ2 +2 μ)
λ2 ⎠
0
0
3 μ −3 μ
• Component microC0
⎞
⎛
0
0
λ3
− λ3
μ −(λ3 + μ)
λ3
0 ⎟
⎜
P5  ⎝
0
2 μ −(λ3 +2 μ)
λ3 ⎠
0
0
3 μ −3 μ
The cooperation matrices Pi,α : Before building the cooperation matrices, we need to rename the cooperation
action types in which microj is involved. This model pre-processing is due to the fact that only one peripheral
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micro-cell may cooperate with the macro-cell or the central micro-cell at once. Therefore the set of cooperating
action types Z, which initially is deﬁned as Z  L ∪ K, becomes as follows:
Z  {handoffin.cj , handoffout.cj , handoffup , handoffupj , handoffin−up.cj , handoffout−up.cj }
where j  1, . . . , 4. Now, we build the cooperation matrices where we deﬁne k as k  1, . . . , 4.
• Action type α1  handoffin.cj . For each value of j, j  1 . . . 4, rα1  g × δ and
⎛

P0,α1  Pk,α1  Id , k  j,

0
⎜ 1
⎝
0
0

Pj,α1

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
0 ⎠
0

⎛

P5,α1

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

0
0
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
1 ⎠
0

0
1
0
0

where Id is the Identity matrix.
• Action type α2  handoffout.cj with rα2  f × δ. For each value of j, j  1 . . . 4, we have:
⎛

P0,α2  Pk,α2  Id , k  j,

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

Pj,α2

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
1 ⎠
0

⎛

P5,α2

0
⎜ 1
⎝
0
0

0
0
1
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
0 ⎠
0

0
0
0
1

• Action type α3  handoffup with rα3  λ3
⎛

P0,α3

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
1 ⎠
1

⎛

Pj,α3  Id , j  1, . . . , 4,

P5,α3

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
0 ⎠
1

• Action type α4  handoffupj with rα4  λ2 . For each value of j, j  1, . . . , 4, we have:
⎛

P0,α4

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
1 ⎠
1

⎛

Pj,α4

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
0 ⎠
1

Pk,α4  P5,α4  Id , k  j

• Action type α5  handoffin−up.cj . For each value of j, j  1, . . . , 4, rα5  g × δ and
⎛

P0,α5

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
1 ⎠
1

⎛

Pj,α5

⎛

Pk,α5  Id , k  j,

P5,α5

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

0
⎜ 1
⎝
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

⎞
0
0 ⎟
0 ⎠
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
0 ⎠
1

• Action type α6  handoffout−up.cj with rα6  f × δ. For each value of j, j  1, . . . , 4, we have:
⎛
P0,α6



0
⎜ 0
⎝ 0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
,
1 ⎠
1

⎛

Pj,α6

0
⎜ 0
⎝
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
0 ⎠
1
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⎛

Pk,α6



Id , k  j,

P5,α6

0
⎜ 1
⎝
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

⎞
0
0 ⎟
0 ⎠
0

Using these matrices, we can then build the generator matrix as follows:
Q



5

4




5



5

gδ
Pi,α1 −
P i,α1
i0
i0
j1
j


5

5
5
4
4

Pi,α2 −
P i,α2 + j1 λ2
Pi,α4 − 5i0 P i,α4
+ fδ
i0
j1
j

 j
 5 i0
 5 i0
5
5
4
P i,α3 + j1 gδ
Pi,α5 −
P i,α5
+ λ3
Pi,α3 −
i0
i0
i0
i0
j

5
5
4
P i,α6
+ j1 f δ
Pi,α6 −
Pi +

i0

i0

i0

j

8.3. The model aggregation
In this section we show how to apply the aggregation technique to this model. The top-level components in
this model are the parallel composition of the peripheral micro-cells, the central micro-cell and the macro-cell.
The atomic components are the individual cells. The components which exhibit the same behaviour are the four
peripheral micro-cells. Consider the component representing these micro-cells in the system:
micro  micro10  micro20  micro30  micro40
We illustrate the approach applying the technique to the component micro10  micro20 . Applying the technique subsequently to micro30  micro40 we obtain two strongly equivalent, lumped components, on which we
again apply the aggregation technique to obtain the ﬁnal strongly equivalent, lumped component of the original
component.
Consider the component micro10  micro20 . The derivation set, denoted ds(micro10  micro20 ), of this component is as follows:
ds(micro10  micro20 )  { micro10 || micro20 , micro1k || micro20 , micro10 || micro2k , micro1k || micro2l ,
micro13 || micro20 , micro10 || micro23 , micro13 || micro2l , micro1l || micro23 ,
micro13 || micro23 , 1  k, l  2}
Partitioning the derivative set of our component by strong equivalence results in the following set of equivalence classes:
ds(micro10 || micro20 )/∼  { [micro10 || micro20 ], [micro1k || micro20 , micro10 || micro2k ], [micro13 || micro23 ]

[micro1k || micro2l , micro1l || micro2k ], [micro13 || micro20 , micro10 || micro23 ],
[micro13 || micro2l , micro1l || micro23 ], 1  k, l  2}
We now form the lumped component, denoted mm. We associate one derivative of mm with each node of the
lumped derivation graph as follows:
mm00 ←→ [micro10 || micro20 ]
mmk0 ←→ [micro1k || micro20 , micro10 || micro2k ]
mmkl ←→ [micro1k || micro2l , micro1l || micro2k ] mm30 ←→ [micro13 || micro20 , micro10 || micro23 ]
mm3l ←→ [micro13 || micro2l , micro1l || micro23 ] mm33 ←→ [micro13 || micro23 ]
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The derivative component mmkl models the behaviour of the lumped component mm when there are k customers in one of the two micro-cells and l in the other. Using the lumped activity sets, we can deﬁne the behaviour
of these lumped components:
For 1  k, l  2
mm00
mmk0

def

mmkl

def




def



(in, λ2 ).mm10 + (handoffout.c , ).mm10
(in, λ2 ).mmk1 + (in, λ2 ).mm(k+1)0 + (service, k × μ).mm(k−1)0
+ (handoffin.c , h × δ).mm(k−1)0 + (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).mm(k−1)0
+ (handoffout.c , ).mmk1 + (handoffout.c , ).mm(k+1)0
(in, λ2 ).mmk(l+1) + (in, λ2 ).mm(k+1)l
+ (service, k × μ).mm(k−1)l + (service, l × μ).mmk(l−1)
+ (handoffin.c , h × δ).mmk(l−1) + (handoffin.c , h × δ).mm(k−1)l
+ (handoffout.c , ).mmk(l+1) + (handoffout.c , ).mm(k+1)l
+ (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).mmk(l−1) + (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).mm(k−1)l

For k  3 and 1  l  2
mm30

def



(in, λ2 ).mm31 + (service, 3 × μ).mm20 + (handoffout.c , ).mm31
+ (handoffin.c , h × δ).mm20 + (handoffup , λ2 ).mm30
+ (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).mm20 + (handoffout−up.c , ).mm30

mm3l

def



(in, λ2 ).mm3(l+1) + (service, l × μ).mm3(l−1) + (service, 3 × μ).mm2l
+ (handoffin.c , h × δ).mm3(l−1) + (handoffin.c , h × δ).mm2l
+ (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).mm3(l−1) + (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).mm2l
+ (handoffout−up.c , ).mm3l + (handoffout.c , ).mm3(l+1) + (handoffup , λ2 ).mm3l

mm33

def

(service, 2 × 3 × μ).mm32 + (handoffin.c , h × δ).mm32
+ (handoffup , 2 × λ2 ).mm33 + (handoffout−up.c , ).mm33
+ (handoffin−up.c , h × δ).micro32



This component, mm00 , now replaces component micro10 || micro20 in the complete model. Function h
depends on both the current state of the component and its next state. We deﬁne this function as follows:

k
if k  k − 1
l
if l  l − 1
h(mmkl , mmk l ) 
2 × 3 if k  l  3
where mmkl and mmk l are respectively the current state and the next state of the component.
We can proceed similarly for the component micro30  micro40 leading to a lumped component mm∗ analo∗
gous to component mm. Component, mm00
, now replaces component micro30 || micro40 in the complete model
and the system is modelled as follows:


def
∗



System  (mm00  mm00
) 
micro
macro0
C0
L
K
∗
The last step of the reduction of the model is to consider component mm00  mm00
and replace it by an aggregate which we denote micro0000 . The complete aggregation technique applied to this model (without functional
rates) may be found in detail in [FKV00].
After applying the aggregation technique, we obtain a model composed of only three components: macro0 ,
microC0 and micro0000 . A derivative microijkl , 0  i, j, k, l,  3 models the behaviour of the lumped component
micro when there are i customers in one of the microcells, j customers in another microcell, k customers in another
and l in the last one. All combinations of i, j, k and l are considered.
The new system component is the following:


def



System∗  micro0000 
micro
macro0
C0
L
K

This model has now 2560 states and 46016 transitions instead of 4096 states and 81920 transitions.
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8.4. The aggregated model descriptor
Applying the aggregation technique to our model component System reduces the number of components by half;
the resulting model System∗ has only three components: macro0 , micro0000 and microC0 . In the following we will
refer to these components using numbers 0, 1 and 2 respectively.
The local transition matrices Pi∗ , i  0, 1, 2:
• Component macro0 : as the aggregation technique had no effect on this component, its corresponding local
transition matrix does not change, P0∗  P0 .
• Component micro000 : the number of derivatives of this component is 45, thus its independent behaviour is
captured by a 45 × 45 transition matrix P1∗ . We omit to represent this matrix because of its size.
• Component microC0 : as for the component modelling the macro cell, applying the aggregation technique had
no impact on component microC0 and therefore its local transition matrix remains unchanged P2∗  P5 .
∗
The cooperation matrices Pi,α
: The set of cooperation action types Z is deﬁned as follows:

Z  {handoffin.c , handoffout.c , handoffup , handoffup , handoffin−up.c , handoffout−up.c }
The cooperation matrices for the macrocell and the central microcell components remain the same. However,
as our peripheral microcell components have been aggregated into one component micro000 , we have only one
∗
cooperation matrix P1,α
for each action type αk , k  1, . . . , 6 in Z. As for the local matrix, these matrices are of
k
size 45 × 45.
Using these matrices, we can then build the generator matrix as follows:

2

2
2
5
2
∗
∗
∗
∗
+
f
δ
Q∗ 
Pi∗ + g ∗ δ
Pi,α
−
P
P
−
P
i,α1
i,α2
i,α2
1
i0
i0
i0
 2i0

 2i0

2
2
∗
∗
∗
∗
+ λ2
Pi,α4 −
P i,α4 + λ3
Pi,α3 −
P i,α3
i0
i0
i0



i02
2
2
2
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
+ g δ
Pi,α5 −
P i,α5 + f δ
Pi,α6 −
P i,α6
i0

i0

i0

i0

∗

Unlike f , g is a function which depends not only on the current state of component micro000 , but also on its
next state. It is deﬁned as follows:
⎧
i if i  i − 1
⎪
⎨
j if j  j − 1
∗
g (microijkl , microi j k l ) 
⎪
⎩ k if k  k − 1
l if l  l − 1
where microijkl and microi j k l are respectively the current and the next state of the component. Note that in this
case the rates could be explicitly incorporated into the expression. We use them only as a notational convenience
to keep the expression concise.

8.5. Summary of case study
The introduction of a function into the initial model allows for a more concise model expression in which different
apparent rates are captured using a function. It also enables the simpler generator expression, 7.2, to be used.
It is important to recognise that one of the impacts of the application of the aggregation technique is to reduce
the number of matrices which form the tensor representation of the model. Thus, in general, the dimension of the
product state space captured by the tensor representation will be reduced. This follows since our tensor representation is directly related to the number of components in the model and the aggregation typically amalgamates
components. In general the resulting matrices will be larger than the individual ones they replace, but they will
still be sparse. This suggests that it is beneﬁcial, whenever possible to apply the aggregation technique and possibly reduce the number of components, before generating the tensor representation of the underlying generator
matrix.
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Fig. 8. The operational semantics of PEPA

9. Discussion and conclusions
We have compared SAN and PEPA from the perspectives of model construction and Markov process generation.
From both perspectives the functional dependencies of SAN offer clear advantages. We subsequently extended
PEPA with functional dependencies and demonstrated that these advantages are preserved in the new formalism.
Our extension has been kept as conservative as possible, requiring only minimal changes to the deﬁnitons of
PEPA. For example, we currenly only allow multiplication within rate expressions rather than a more complete
set of arithmetic operators. Our reason for this is that the usual mechnisms for manipulating exponential ﬂows
within Markov processes (decomposition and superposition) are expressed via multiplication.
Like all state-based modelling techniques, both formalisms still suffer from the state space explosion problem. Considerable effort in the performance modelling community has been applied to solutions of this problem.
Indeed both our formalisms had established ways of meeting its challenges. The Kronecker representation, of
SAN, and the aggregation technique, of PEPA, allow us to deal with larger models but by no means all models.
Each is particularly powerful with respect to a speciﬁc class of models. By providing a spectrum of techniques
within a single formalism we are able to offer the modeller a much greater possibility of being able to handle their
model since we can choose an optimal technique, or even apply a number of techniques in appropriate combination. Little work has been carried out to study the implications of this latter strategy. Giving PEPA the capability
of using both the aggregation technique and the Kronecker representation makes it a suitable framework for
studying the interactions between them.
Both these techniques, in common with other model reduction techniques, can be viewed as shifting the
problem rather than avoiding it, in the sense that there are still fundamental limits on the size of model which
can be analysed. A radically different approach has recently been proposed for PEPA in which a continuous
approximation of the discrete state space is made and analysis is carried out via a set of coupled non-linear
ordinary differential equations [Hil05a].
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Within this work PEPA can be considered to be representative of all the stochastic process algebras with integrated time and action (cf. Sect. 1). What distinguishes each of these formalisms is principally their
mechanisms for synchronisation, but the characteristics of PEPA’s cooperation are not important here. Thus
the same extension could have been taken for any of these formalisms. One of the reasons for choosing PEPA was
because it already has well-established, tool-supported model reduction techniques, thus providing a framework
in which the interplay between the tensor representation and other techniques could easily be studied.
This work has opened several avenues of possible future work. We would like to undertake a more systematic
study to investigate how the strategic use of aggregation may be used to reduce the size of selected components,
as well as the number of components. It has already been suggested by Plateau [FPS96] that functional rates may
be used to remove components from SAN models. However, this relies on the judgement and expertise of the
modeller. In contrast, preliminary results show that for PEPA models it is possible to automatically recognise and
replace candidate components [HK06]. Such components are closely related to the previously deﬁned resource
components [HT99] which were developed in the context of decomposed (product form) solution of the underlying
Markov process. The full implications of this relationship are yet to be explored.
Like the tensor representation for SAN models, the tensor representation for PEPA currently does not avoid
the representation of unreachable states. These are combinations of local states which, given the semantics of the
model, could never be exhibited, but which nevertheless are represented because all combinations of local states
are considered. Substantial effort has been applied in the area of Kronecker representation of stochastic Petri
nets to avoid the consideration of these states [BK02]. In the future we will seek to modify these algorithms to
apply to the state space exploration of PEPA models.
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A. Structured operational semantics for PEPA
The semantic rules, in the structured operational style, are presented in Fig. 8; the interested reader is referred
to [Hil94] for more details. The rules are read as follows: if the transition(s) above the inference line can be inferred,
then we can infer the transition below the line. The notation fα (E) which is used in the third cooperation rule
denotes the apparent rate of α in E.
These rules, depicted with rates speciﬁed by expressions are valid for both the case PEPA with functional rates
and the case of PEPA with ﬁxed rates. In the latter case, the rate expressions e, e1 and e2 should be replaced by
constant rates r, r1 and r2 . Note that when expressions are used the semantics are symbolic as this contributes
to the space saving of the Kronecker expression. Expressions for rates in the matrices for individual components
may depend on the local state of other components but may be compactly expressed via a function.

B. Representing the PEPA combinators in SAN
In this section, we investigate the translation of a PEPA model to a SAN model and how to build the PEPA model
from a given stochastic automata network. For that, we consider the different combinators of PEPA described
above and for each one of them ﬁnd its equivalent representation in the stochastic automata network formalism.
Preﬁx: Given the two level grammar imposed on PEPA models by ergodicity considerations, preﬁx combinator only appears within sequential components. Consequently its translation will be to a local event within
single automata. As the preﬁx combinator captures the possibility of performing an activity in the individual
components, this would be translated into an event or transition between states.
Choice: As for the preﬁx combinator, the choice combinator only appears within sequential components and
its translation will be to local events within single automata. The choice combinator reﬂects competition between
two possible activities in the PEPA component. In the SAN this will be represented by having two transitions
emanating from the same state.
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Cooperation: Cooperating activities will be clearly represented by synchronising events. However these are
not entirely the same because of the way that rates are assigned to shared transitions in the two formalisms. In
SAN each contributed event is treated as representing only the capability of the automaton involved to participate
in such an event. It does not carry any information about the rate at which the automaton would be willing to
carry out the event. Instead the rate of the synchronisation is set once and globally. In contrast in PEPA each
contributing activity has a representation within the component containing it. This representation again captures
the capability of participating in the event. If the activity is passive this is all that it represents. However it is also
possible that the local representation of the activity in the component includes a rate speciﬁcation, which captures
the maximum speed at which this component could undertake this activity. The rate of the activity synchronised
across all the participating components is calculated using the semantic rule:
(α,f1 )

(α,f2 )

E−
−−→ E F −
−−→ F
E

(α,R)




F −
−−→ E 
F
L
L

(α ∈ L),

R

f2
f1
min(fα (E), fα (F ))
fα (E) fα (F )

Thus if we have a system of three components, each capable of carrying out a single activity of type α, but
each with its own idea of the rate for the activity, this would be represented in PEPA as the components:
Q  (α, r/2).Q

P  (α, r).P
def

def

R  (α, r/4).R
def

If we model the system as
System  (P
def


 Q) 
R
{α}
{α}

the rate of the synchronised activity α is r/4. Dismantling the system we get the apparent activity rates shown in
the table below:
rα (P)
 Q)
rα (P 
{α}
 Q) 
 R)
rα (P 
{α}
{α}

r
r/2
r/4

rα (Q)
 R)
rα (P 
{α}

r/2
r/4

rα (R)
 R)
rα (Q 
{α}

r/4
r/4

Representing this system as a SAN we would choose three simple automaton each with a single state and a
self-loop, labelled with the synchronising event α. Globally this would be attributed the rate r/4 to reﬂect the
behaviour of the PEPA model. However, starting from this model and removing one of the automaton would
result in a new system in which two automaton synchronise but with the same rate which has been set globally:
r/4.
Hiding/Constant: These two PEPA combinators have no equivalent in SAN formalism.

C. Kronecker algebra
Let A be a matrix of size n × n and B a matrix of size p × p such that
A  (ai1 j1 )

i1 , j1 ∈ [1..n]

and

B  (bi2 j2 )

Deﬁnition C.1 The tensor product of A and B, noted as A
C A⊗B

and

i2 , j2 ∈ [1..p]
B, is a matrix C of size np × np deﬁned as follows:

C  (cij ) i, j ∈ [1..np]

where cij  ai1 j1 bi2 j2 , i  (i1 , i2 ) and j  (j1 , j2 ).
Deﬁnition C.2 The tensor sum of A and B, noted A

B, is a matrix D of size np × np deﬁned as

D  A ⊕ B  A ⊗ IB + IA ⊗ B
where IM is the identity matrix with the dimension of matrix M.
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Example Let A and B be two matrices such that A 

C A⊗B 
and

a11 B
a21 B


DA⊕B


⎡

a12 B
a22 B

a11 IB
a21 IB



⎡

a11 b11
⎢ a11 b21
⎣
a21 b11
a21 b21

a12 IB
a22 IB

a11 + b11
b21
⎢
 ⎣
a21
0




+

b12
a11 + b22
0
a21

B
0

a11 b12
a11 b22
a21 b12
a21 b22
0
B

a11
a21

a12
a22

a12 b11
a12 b21
a22 b11
a22 b21




and B 

⎤
a12 b12
a12 b22 ⎥
a22 b12 ⎦
a22 b22

b11
b21

b12
b22


then



a12
0
a22 + b11
b21

⎤
0
a12
⎥
⎦
b12
a22 + b22

Remark Note that the sum and the product are associative and distributive operators over addition, but they are
not commutative.
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